So you think you’re literate?
Physical literacy and its relevance to skiers
Beyond the realm of words and numbers is the lesser-known but equally important world of "physical"
literacy. And how you stack up has implications for skiing and your ability to participate in other sports and
life.
Physical literacy is the ability to move with control and confidence in a wide range of activities, situations
and environments – on the ground, in the air, in water and on ice and snow.
For skiers, physical literacy translates into those sought-after fundamentals of: agility, balance,
coordination, and impulse speed – grouping nicely into the CANSI biggies of Stance and Balance, Timing
and Coordination and Power and Propulsion.
Despite research that tells us that you won’t achieve your genetic potential (in sport) unless you acquire
physical literacy before the onset of puberty, fear not! Continuously working on fundamental movement
and sport skills can lead to huge gains in your skiing and the skiing of your clients and athletes.
A breakdown of physical literacy

Ideas to take you there
A dedicated practice of dryland activities that support the physical literacy skills for skiing while off-snow
will lead to considerable gains once on-snow. Most folks are hard pressed to find sufficient on-snow time,
making that “10,000 hours to achieve mastery” very elusive.
The following exercises help develop balance, agility and coordination in different positions. How do they
specifically relate to skiing? These exercises develop adaptability by forcing responses to perturbations in
balance through additional movement patterns or sensory alterations. This has considerable on-snow
applicability where continual surface and terrain variability occur. These exercises can also be adapted to
an on-snow movement on skis practice. Remember, safety first! Start easy and assess then add more
challenge.

Improving your own physical literacy and that of your athletes and clients can result in significant skiing
improvements, foster increased participation in other sports and activities, improve function in daily life,
and boost confidence. Building on the fundamentals in both dryland and on-snow contexts on a multitime-per-week basis (even for a few minutes at home) will go a long way to honing those Stance and
Balance, Timing and Coordination and Power and Propulsion fundamentals.
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